Dear reader,

As of last month, over 30 million people have visited ProCon.org since July 2004 when we started. Wow! Thank you.

Some of our latest research appears below. We hope you enjoy the information and share it with others.

**MEDICAL MARIJUANA**

12 States with Pending Legislation to Legalize Medical Marijuana - Legislation that would legalize medical marijuana is being considered in 12 states (AL, CT, ID, IL, KS, MD, MA, MO, NH, NY, OH, PA), while similar bills have failed in seven states so far in 2012 (IN, IA, KS, MS, OK, WV, WI).

**DRINKING AGE**

Pro & Con Arguments: Should the drinking age be lowered from 21 to a younger age? - Read new pro and con arguments about whether the minimum legal drinking age in the United States should be lowered from 21 to a younger age.

**2012 ELECTION**

Did You Know? - Stump your friends with these little known facts about US presidential elections.

US Political Parties - The Constitution Party selects its nominee on Saturday Apr. 21, then the Libertarians on May 6, and the Green Party on July 15. The Democratic (Sep. 7) and Republican (Aug. 30) nominations take place later in the year. Read history, platforms, and more about current and historical political parties in the United States.

Who becomes President if Obama dies, resigns, or is removed from office? - OK, Biden as Vice President would be next in line, but then who?

**PROCON.ORG IN 2,600+ SCHOOLS - GET YOUR SCHOOL LISTED**

ProCon.org has been used by teachers, librarians, and administrators in 2,619 schools in all 50 states and 45 countries.

Educators, if you have not already done so, please take our 2-minute survey and let us know how YOU use ProCon.org. With roughly 100,000 schools in the United States, we need all your help to promote critical thinking in today's youth.

**FROM OUR HEADLINES** - Check our homepage for the latest headlines about events in the news with helpful links related to ProCon.org research. See our most recent headlines below:

Subscribe to our email list
- Legal Prostitution in Colombia Yields Political Scandal for US Secret Service

- Obesity Rate in United States Close to 60% Reports New Study

- STOCK Act to Stop Congressional Insider Trading Signed into Law by Obama

VOLUNTEERS / INTERNS WANTED

ProCon.org seeks volunteers and interns to help with our various research projects. Volunteers and interns receive an interesting research experience, our deepest gratitude, and public recognition on our website. For details about the program and application instructions, please visit the ProCon.org Volunteers and Interns page.

PLEASE HELP SUPPORT PROCON.ORG

We have millions of readers but fewer than 200 donors. Please take a minute and help ProCon.org continue to keep our website: up to date with the latest information, free of advertising, expanding into more schools, and empowering more minds with the vital critical thinking skills our society needs to function well. Donations in any amount are helpful, so please support ProCon.org today.

Thank you to our millions of readers for your interest in our nonpartisan research. Happy Earth Day!

Sincerely,

Kamy Akhavan
President & Managing Editor, ProCon.org
"Promoting Critical Thinking, Education, and Informed Citizenship"
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